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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this project is to investigate and determine whether narrow-

gauge local rail is a viable transportation alternative in Florida.  A number of

proposals for transit greenways have been developed for various

communities throughout Florida.  One component of transit greenways is a

small-scale rail trolley (without the catenary and noise) that would run

parallel with a pedestrian path at a low rate of speed (10-15 mph).  This

would enable convenient access to and from the trolley at any point along

its path, without the need for designated stops.

This first chapter will review the history of narrow-gauge rail, various types

and uses of narrow-gauge rail, and costs for equipment, construction,

operation and maintenance.

HISTORY

A standard gauge railway has a distance of 56.5 inches (4’-8½”) between

the parallel rails.  A shorter distance between the rails characterizes narrow gauge,

historically, 24 to 40 inches.  Narrow gauge passenger and freight rail began in

Britain in the early 1860s, although examples of this type of rail had been used in

mines and quarries since the early 1400s.  The justification for using narrow gauge

in America was based on cost savings.  It was argued that a narrow gauge railway

would require less right-of-way, less excavation, less construction, less capital

expenditures, and less operating costs, resulting in an estimated 25% savings over

the cost of building a standard gauge railway.  It was also speculated that a narrow

train would weigh less, be able to handle steeper grades and sharper turns, and

bridges would not have to be built to carry the extra load of a standard gauge.  Since

most trips involved long, cross-country travel, this would result in lowering the cost

of moving goods, thereby creating competition and more profitability.

Narrow gauge fever spread, and construction of rail lines began in the 1870s.  It was

soon discovered, however, that the smaller trains were not conducive for long

distance travel, and they needed more locomotive power to handle the stress of the

steep grades and sharp turns.  Narrow gauge locomotives typically ran at 25-30
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mph, but the heavier locomotives were unsafe even at speeds of 15-20 mph.  The

trains were tall and narrow, causing them to tip over.  Derailments were a daily

routine, and bridges collapsed under the weight of the heavier locomotives.  These

tragedies were so frequent, it quickly became apparent that narrow gauge trains did

not satisfy early expectations.

Compounding the problem was the fact that there was no standard width for

narrow gauge rail lines (some were as narrow as 18 inches wide; others were 24,

30, 36 or 40 inches), the weight of the rail itself varied, and the equipment used to

load commodities onto standard rail cars was incompatible with narrow gauge cars. 

Consequently, narrow gauge rail lines were soon abandoned or converted to

standard gauge.  The movement was short-lived, reaching its peak in America in

1885.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Trains have always held a fascination for people, and there are many museums and

clubs that foster a sentimental relationship with the old narrow gauge rail.  Extensive

research was conducted in an attempt to locate narrow gauge trains that were

substantially similar to the trolley-type depicted in the transit greenway initiative.  A

literature search was conducted using libraries, Internet, Transportation Research

Information Services (produced and maintained by the Transportation Research

Board), Transportation Planning Division of the American Planning Association, and

interviews over the telephone, in person, and email.

One thing is clear: narrow gauge rail is very diverse, not only in the width between

the rails, but also in the type of rails, engines, and wheels used.  Many narrow

gauge trains still exist in America and throughout the world.  Most of the ones

located in the United States now operate as tourist attractions or within amusement

parks, traveling limited distances.  Those located outside of America operate

primarily for passenger transport at higher rates of speed and for longer distances,

often using advanced technology to overcome previous challenges.  The most

common types of propulsion used are steam and electric with a catenary.  Because

these are not similar enough to warrant comparison, they were not included for

consideration in this project.
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Other types of engines include gas, diesel, electric (without a catenary), and hybrids

(diesel-electric; gas-electric; diesel-hydraulic; and electric-hydraulic).  These types of

trains are, most often, found in zoos in the United States.  This may be due, in part,

to their quiet, environmental-friendly operation.  These trains provide the basic

technology for the trolley proposed in the transit greenway initiative (hereafter

referred to as “narrow gauge rail trolley”).

Research did not find any public transportation train or trolley that operates in a

fashion similar to the proposed narrow gauge rail trolley.  There are three known

privately-owned and operated trolleys that run on narrow gauge rail.  One is located

on City Island in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (photograph in Appendix A).  It is a very

small trolley (12 passengers) that shares the 1¼ mile track with a 24" gauge steam

engine train.  City Island is a recreational/tourist facility that offers a variety of

activities and concessionaires, in essence, functioning much like an amusement

park.  The train and trolley are owned, operated, and maintained by a private

concern.

Another narrow gauge rail trolley shares a three-acre parcel with Trainland on

International Drive in Orlando.  It has only been in operation a few months.  This

trolley is a 30" gauge, 20-passenger demonstration, intended to induce the business

owners on International Drive to buy into a project that would run the trolley for 5½

miles, connecting Belz Factory Outlet Mall, Universal Studios, Sea World, and the

Orlando Convention Center, along with numerous other tourist-oriented businesses

and attractions.  The proposal for the International Drive project is included in

Appendix B.

The third narrow gauge rail trolley has been operating at Disneyland in Anaheim,

California since 1993 (photograph in Appendix A).  This trolley completes a very

short loop every two minutes, travels at 5 mph and seats only 8 people.  Again, it is

privately owned, and operates strictly in an amusement park setting.

Only four manufacturers of narrow gauge trains could be identified, making the

market somewhat proprietary in nature: C.P. Huntington, a division of Chance

Industries (the leading manufacturer and distributor of park trains); Cummings;

Severn-Lamb; and Custom Locomotive.  Information from these manufacturers is

included in Appendix C.  Custom and Severn-Lamb specialize in building trains

and/or trolleys to customer specifications, using narrow gauge technology.
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COST ESTIMATES

Capital Costs

As stated above, only three trolleys could be identified as models for this research. 

All are custom built (albeit by the same manufacturer, Custom Locomotive), and are

very different.  Therefore, attempting to use them to identify costs is not feasible.  In

fact, identifying capital and maintenance costs for something that has no real

prototype is difficult, to say the least.   In order to estimate capital costs, quotes

were solicited using the following specifications for trains used in amusement parks,

since these are currently manufactured, though on a limited basis:

• 24" gauge

• one diesel locomotive engine

• accommodations for 30 passengers

• wheelchair accessible

The technology used for these park trains (engine and track) is the same as that for

the proposed trolleys, and can be used as a basis for comparison, much like buses

and rubber-tired trolleys are analogous.  Quotes were given for the purchase of a

train meeting the above specifications as follows:

C.P. Huntington: $134,000   (28 passengers)

Cummings: $150,000   (40 passengers)

Severn-Lamb: $180,000   (21 passengers)

Custom: $200,000   (21 passengers)

Sixteen to twenty pound rail track is used to run these trains.  Estimates for

purchase and installation of the track range from $25 to $38 a linear foot.  This is for

typical installation on a gravel rail bed, unlike the installation into poured concrete,

depicted in the transit greenway proposal.  Bob Schuster of Trainland has laid track

in concrete and estimates the cost for twenty pound rail and installation to be

comparable to gravel at $30 to $35 per linear foot.  When installed, the top of the rail

is level with the surrounding pavement.  Preparation of the site for the tracks is done

in a manner similar to that for sidewalk construction.  Tracks and ties are laid within

the prepared area, river rock is spread around the ties, and concrete is poured,

stabilizing the rail.  (See photographs of installation, included in Appendix D.)
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One major cost of the narrow gauge rail trolley is the purchase of right-of-way.  This

is in contrast to the rubber-tired trolley or bus that would operate in existing right-of-

way.  It is estimated that a system of this type requires 10 to 12 feet, most likely on

both sides of the road.  Trolleys can be manufactured with the capacity to be

bi-directional; however, this would mean that only one trolley could operate on the

track, greatly reducing the frequency of operation.  Of course, cost of right-of-way is

dependent upon location, zoning, existing structures, and litigation.  This makes cost

estimates impossible to predict, but nevertheless, an important factor to consider.

Because the narrow gauge rail trolley is intended to capture pedestrians, a key

element in the viability of this whole concept is the existence of sidewalks.  This may

necessitate the purchase of additional right-of-way and/or installation of sidewalks

that parallel the railway.  Other considerations include costs for parking facilities,

intersection improvements, signage, landscaping, and amenities such as benches,

lighting, and trash receptacles.

Maintenance Costs

In an effort to determine maintenance costs, it was necessary to identify the location

of narrow gauge trains that are substantially similar to those outlined in the previous

section, i.e., 24" or 30" gauge rail, operating on a minimum 16 pound track with

diesel, gas, or hybrid locomotion.  Places operating a train meeting these

specifications were identified and contacted.

• Toonerville Trolley Train - Soo Junction, Michigan 

• Green Meadows Petting Farm - Kissimmee, Florida

• Atlanta Zoo - Atlanta, Georgia

• Detroit Zoo - Royal Oak, Michigan

• Indianapolis Zoo - Indianapolis, Indiana

• Memphis Zoo - Memphis, Tennessee

• Oregon Zoo - Portland, Oregon

• St. Louis Zoo - St. Louis, Missouri

• Dorney Park - Allentown, Pennsylvania

• Kennywood Amusement Park - West Mifflin, Pennsylvania

• South of the Border - Dillon, South Carolina

When discussing costs associated with the train(s), a specific request was made to

separate labor, operation, and maintenance (which includes parts).  As previously

seen in the diversification of narrow gauge rail, a wide diversification of maintenance
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costs was reported; several factors contribute to this spread.  Some of these trains

are custom-built or re-built as parts for the trains became unavailable. Typically, this

involves preserving the exterior of the locomotive, and replacing the engine.  This

means that the engine parts are more readily available, but other parts, such as

wheels, axles, and ornamentation, are custom-made.

One train (Toonerville Trolley) is a genuine 1933 narrow-gauge train running on

original rail.  They report annual maintenance costs of $150,000 to $200,000, since

nearly everything must be custom built.  In this case, an effort to maintain the train’s

historic integrity is most important.  The maintenance costs for this train become

even more inflated when considering that the track is 5½ miles long, but the train

only runs two times a day for two months out of the year, and two times a week for

another two months.  Of course, they also maintain a second locomotive for back-up

purposes.

On the opposite end of the spectrum is the Atlanta Zoo, which reports that they

spend less than $15,000 a year for maintenance, most of which is preventive.  They

have two C.P. Huntington trains; one is six years old and one is a year old.  These

trains run eight to nine hours a day, every day of the year (except in inclement

weather), on a ¾ mile track.  The maintenance supervisor indicated that these trains

made a profit the first year.

Several factors are involved in the reported maintenance costs.

• Performance of ongoing, preventive maintenance

• Age of vehicle(s) and rail

• Amount of use (trips per day, days per year, etc.)

• Exposure (to salt air, moisture, cold, etc.)

• Type of vehicle (custom versus manufactured)

• Type of rail

• Contracted versus on-site maintenance facility

Prior research and/or records (other than historical) regarding these vehicles is

virtually non-existent, which may be due to their novelty and private ownership.  

This, combined with the current restricted use and location of these trains, makes it 

difficult to estimate potential costs for a train/trolley that will be used in a similar

setting.  One thing is certain: rail is a specialized field that requires specialized

knowledge for its operation and maintenance.  It is also necessary to have a

specialized facility to accommodate the maintenance of these trains.  Consideration
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must be given as to how the train will be moved off the working track and into the

maintenance facility.

To gain a better understanding of costs, a variety of railway technicians and

engineers were contacted.   Again, they all seemed to have different views regarding

the feasibility of a narrow gauge rail trolley, and the costs associated therewith. 

When asked specifically about the rail type and placement in concrete, some of them

were skeptical.  Others were positive, citing less maintenance due to stability of the

rail and protection from conditions which cause deterioration of cross ties.  One

technician indicated that it must work well, since much of the old electric trolley rail

has been in place for over 50 years.

Larry Colflesh, an experienced yard manager for Amtrak in Philadelphia, expressed

concern over anything that is custom-built.  He pointed out that it is difficult, time-

consuming, and expensive when parts need to be replaced.  He added, “When a

product is completely custom-built, it limits the number of qualified individuals able

to maintain the unit.”

This is confirmed by the Detroit Zoo, who owns custom trains built in the early

1950s that have been retrofitted with Chrysler gasoline engines.  The maintenance

manager indicated that they spent $300,000 last year for spare parts – all custom

made – to have on hand.  They anticipate these spare parts will suffice for about two

to three years before making another similar investment.  Oregon Zoo has its own

machine shop on site and is fortunate to have found an experienced machinist to

fabricate parts, as needed.

George Brenyo, with E-Transit in Orlando, says that many parts of the trolley at

Trainland can be purchased “off the shelf.”  The rest have computer aided design

(CAD) schematics, which means the parts can be easily reproduced.  This also

means, however, that those parts are not readily available, and must be specially

made.

Clearly, those parks who have purchased trains manufactured by C.P. Huntington

(no matter what the age of the train) have lower maintenance costs than the others. 

Owners of the Huntington trains indicate that parts are readily available from the

manufacturer and often from local distributors.
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Lloyd Choate, of Judsonia, Arkansas, owns and maintains seven trains (most of

which were manufactured by Huntington).  He indicates that maintenance costs of a

Huntington train for the first 10 years run approximately $15,000 a year.  After that,

he estimates the cost to be roughly $25,000 a year.  He says that these trains are

built like tractors; they are heavy duty and pretty much maintenance-free (except for

preventive care, such as oil changes, lubrication, etc.).  Mr. Choate says that all train

parts are expensive, and he uses substitute parts whenever he can.  He admits to

using “bathroom parts” to substitute for the replacement of ornamentals, and claims

creativity is the key to keeping maintenance costs under control.  Mr. Choate verified

that Huntington has maintained standardization for many years, so that many new

train parts can be used on an older train.

Operating Costs

When attempting to identify operating costs for the trains, nearly every park

indicated that these activities are shared with other departments and expenses are

lumped together.  For instance, use of fuel is not restricted to the train, but is shared

with other park vehicles and equipment.  A train conductor may spend part of his

time on inspection and maintenance, so cost for labor is not divided by tasks.  Thus,

actual operating costs were not able to be identified, and it was necessary to rely

upon other sources for cost estimates.

Fuel

The four manufacturers of park trains were contacted to determine if the engines had

a standard rating for fuel consumption, similar to those for automobiles.  No such

rating exists.  Cummings and Severn-Lamb provided estimates of fuel consumption,

based on years of experience with these trains.  Cummings indicated that for 400

hours of operation, he spends $800 for diesel, or $2.00 per hour. Severn-Lamb

indicated that they burn about one gallon of diesel fuel per hour (selling at about

$1.85 per gallon retail at the time of this writing), and about 1½ gallons of propane

per hour (about $1.60 per gallon retail).  Some proponents would argue that propane

has additional “hidden” savings, because it burns more completely, resulting in

fewer engine deposits, fewer oil and filter changes, and increased engine life. 

The Toontown Jolly Trolley at Disneyland runs all day (12 hours) on a 15 gallon tank

of diesel (about one gallon per hour), in line with the above estimates.
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Labor

A telephone interview of all public transit (bus) systems in Florida revealed that the

median starting salary for bus drivers is $10.82 per hour.  Benefits are generally

assumed to be 30 percent of the wages earned, making the hourly rate $14.07,

substantially higher than the International Drive proposal.

In the International Drive proposal (Appendix B), the hourly wage for a conductor is 

listed as $8.65 ($198,000 a year ÷11 conductors ÷2080 hours a year = hourly

salary).  Again adding 30 percent for benefits (well above the limited benefit package

outlined in the proposal), the hourly rate is $11.25.  George Brenyo (one of the

originators of the proposal) stated that it takes less skill to operate the rail trolley

than to drive a bus, accounting for the lower wage.

Pinning down labor costs for maintenance mechanics was not as easy, because it is

dependent upon years of experience, type(s) of certification, and whether or not they

operate under a union.  A rough estimate for unionized bus mechanics is $16.00 per

hour; non-union is $14.00 per hour.

Larry Colflesh of Amtrack stated that mechanics are paid approximately $14.00 per

hour for work on gasoline engines and $16.00 to $18.00 for diesel or electric

engines.  He added that they also employ pipefitters, electricians, and machinists to

maintain and repair the trains.

There would be a limited number of vehicles in environments where the proposed

narrow gauge rail trolley operates.  As such, it would be essential to hire, at a

minimum, an experienced rail mechanic.  This may be difficult to find and would,

most likely, cause wages to be increased (because of supply and demand). 

A more viable option may be to contract for these services, similar to South Florida’s

Tri-Rail commuter train.  Tri-Rail is merely an administrative agent, contracting with

Herzog Transit for all of its services.

SUMMARY

Narrow gauge rail came to the United States in the 1870s and developed without

industry standards, creating a very diverse set of railways and locomotives. 

However, its diversity contributed to its demise.  We continue to see this diversity
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today, even though its use in the United States is standard in its association with

tourist attractions and amusement parks.

A narrow gauge rail trolley has been proposed as part of the transit greenway

initiative; however, no known trolleys currently exist that perform in a similar

capacity.  As such, it was necessary to draw inferences from narrow gauge trains

used in zoos, as they employ the same technology as that proposed for the rail

trolley.

The largest expenditure is, by far, the initial capital outlay, which includes purchase

of right-of-way and equipment, installation, supporting infrastructure (including

sidewalks and maintenance facility), and amenities.  While maintenance costs could

be substantially more than that for buses, it must be weighed in light of the total

expenditures and project feasibility.  It is doubtful, however, that operation and

maintenance costs alone would make or break this project.

The next phase of this project will include comparing costs for the narrow gauge rail

trolley to that for rubber-tired trolleys and buses.  CUTR will also estimate

ridership/mode shift expectations, review potential revenue sources, and evaluate

community impact.  Based on the results of the formative evaluation and research,

CUTR will draw conclusions regarding the overall feasibility of narrow gauge rail

trolleys, and submit a final report.
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CHAPTER 2

INTRODUCTION

The first chapter looked at the history of narrow gauge rail, reviewed literature, and

evaluated costs for capital, maintenance, and operation.  These could be viewed as

the physical or concrete aspects of the project.  This second memorandum will

discuss ridership expectations, potential revenue sources, and community impact –

the incorporeal aspects of narrow gauge rail trolley.

RIDERSHIP EXPECTATIONS

Assumptions of ridership for any form of transit are based on several factors: cost,

availability, and convenience of parking; road congestion; transit frequency

(headway); location of activity centers; land use; density; trip generation; and

demographic information, such as age, income, and vehicle ownership.  In this

project, specific locations were not identified in the scope, so these factors are

unknown and incomparable.  Therefore, it is necessary to estimate ridership using a

different measure, such as population.  Population statistics are readily available,

making it easy to evaluate any location.

Calculations from the 1995 Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey (Appendix E)

show that Florida has an overall transit usage rate of .88% of person trips, roughly

half of the national average, with 9.2 trips per household (less than the standard rate

of 101).  The Florida Statistical Abstract2 can be used to determine local population

and average number of people per household.  Using these figures, it is then

possible to estimate trips based on population.

For the sake of comparing greenway proposals, the formula used to estimate

ridership is generous, applying the local rate of persons per household, the accepted

standard of 10 trips per household, and a transit rate of 1% of person trips.
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((P ÷ H) x 10) x .01 = R

Where:
P = Population
H = Persons per Household
R = Ridership

In the Transit Greenway Study for Lake Park (dated October 1998), daily trips are

estimated at a low of 8,030 to a high of 11,840.  Applying the above formula

(P=6,853; H=2.34) results in an estimated 293 trips per day.  Even with total

buildout of the master plan, ridership would never reach these expectations.

In the Fort Pierce proposal (October 1999), ridership is anticipated to range from 407

to 1,406 daily trips.  Using the 1999 population estimate of 36,800 and one

household consisting of 2.56 people, the ridership expectation would be 1,438 trips

per day.  This time, the proposed estimate is much closer to what may be expected,

particularly on the low end.

These estimates are put into perspective and the generosity of the above formula can

be better understood by taking a brief look at ridership statistics for Winter Haven

Area Transit (WHAT).  WHAT has been operating a bus service for two years,

covering most of the incorporated area and some areas outside of the boundaries of

Winter Haven.  The current average ridership is 500 trips per day, and has exceeded

every expectation for the system.  If the above formula were applied (P=26,022 and

H=2.53), a daily ridership of 1,028 would be anticipated – twice the current

ridership, and a high expectation even for a mature system.

This formula compensates for visitors and tourists, except in certain unusual

circumstances, such as some beach locations, Kissimmee /Disney, and International

Drive in Orlando, but remains unrealistically high for the following reasons:

• Rail trolley is limited in its geographic coverage and, therefore, serves a limited

population with limited trip purposes.

• It assumes there is somewhere to go (i.e., a “there” there).

• Unless precipitating factors exist (limited, costly, and/or inconvenient parking,

road congestion, high incidence of tourists, travelers, and/or elderly), reasons

to use transit are diminished.
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• Florida’s rate of auto ownership is growing twice as fast as its population3,

while overall transit use is declining.

• This is a niche market.

To get a more realistic perspective, CUTR gathered ridership information from trolley

and smaller fixed routes that have characteristics similar to those in the greenways

initiative.  (See Table 1.)

Table 1
Ridership for Similar Florida Routes

Transit Agency/City Year Route Type Route
Miles

Trips/
Rev Hr

Trips/
Rev Mi

VOTRAN / Daytona Beach 1998 700 Trolley 23.3 14.2 .94

VOTRAN / Daytona Beach 2001 500 Beach Tram 2.1 8.3 1.00

VOTRAN / Daytona Beach 1998 15 Downtown 33.6 3.10

TALTRAN / Tallahassee 1999 13 Circulator 5.1 30.3 3.96

TALTRAN / Tallahassee 99/00 Trolley 3.0 12.5 1.40

Citrus Connection / Lakeland 99/00 Downtown
Trolley 1.8 13.7 1.52

HARTLINE / Tampa 2000 3 Connector 3.5 7.6 .88

HARTLINE / Tampa 2000 46 Beach 4.4 7.4 .58

HARTLINE / Tampa 2000 84 NeighborhoodCi
rculator 4.1 2.0 .15

HARTLINE / Tampa 2000 88 Neighborhood
Circulator 3.5 3.4 .24

ECAT / Pensacola 99/00 Downtown
Trolley 6.1

LEETRAN / Fort Myers 2000 115 Circulator 6.4 .48

LEETRAN / Fort Myers 2000 300 Beach Trolley 4.5 11.0 .82

Factors in the above table could be used to calculate ridership for a rail

trolley.  The median for riders per revenue hour is 7.6 and the average is

12.0.  Assuming the rail trolley runs every ten minutes for ten hours per day

(8:00 am - 6:00 pm), expected daily ridership would be between 456 and

720.  The greenways initiative states that the ideal length of a route should

not exceed 6 miles.  Using riders per revenue mile (having a mean of .91

and an average of 1.26), a six mile route running every ten minutes for ten
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hours a day would yield between 328 and 454 riders per day.  These

projections may still be exaggerated, because these numbers come from

established systems with interconnecting routes.

REVENUE SOURCES

Funding is an area that abounds in favor of the rail trolley project idea. 

Opportunities for funding transit and transportation projects are plentiful,

largely restricted by project type, location, use, and effect.  A municipality

that decided to pursue implementation of a rail trolley would, most

certainly, be able to secure a good deal of financial support.  Potential

options for funding are listed below.

Bonds

A bond is a certificate or evidence of a debt on which the issuing company

or governmental body promises to pay the bondholders a specified amount

of interest for a specified length of time, and to repay the loan on the

expiration date.   Bonds are sold to finance improvements and may require

voter approval.  (See also, Tax Increment Financing.)

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program

In some areas, CMAQ Program funds may be used for operating costs for a

3-year period, so long as those systems measurably demonstrate

reductions in traffic delays and/or air quality.

County Incentive Grant Program

This program provides grants to counties to improve a transportation

facility which is located on the State Highway System or which relieves

traffic congestion on the State Highway System.

Dedicated Millage Rates

At least four counties in Florida dedicate millage to their transit system:  

Hillsborough, Pinellas, Polk, and Volusia.  These ad valorem taxes have

been a major source of revenue for the systems.  Florida’s Constitution

limits the amount of ad valorem taxes that may be levied by a municipality

to 10 mills.
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Development Agreements

A local government may agree to approve a new development plan if the

developer agrees to provide transportation improvements or right-of-way

needed to support the development.  Improvements are then turned over to

the public agency, which is responsible for maintenance and operation. 

This is a voluntary approach, although the resulting agreements are

binding.  The process also typically involves some concessions on the part

of the municipality.

Exactions

Monetary payments, contributions of land, or infrastructure improvements

may be required  by a government agency as a condition of development

approval.  Such exactions are typically determined through negotiations

between a municipality and a developer.  Regulatory exactions must be

roughly proportional both in nature and degree to the impacts of the

regulated activity.

Federal Demonstration Projects

This funding is promoted by congressmen who feel a project is neeed

within their area and is applied for through federal appropriation bills

Fundraising

A variety of fundraising activities can be used to encourage local

businesses, property owners, or philanthropic groups to contribute financial

assistance toward transportation activities. 

Gas Taxes

In essence, this is a user fee that enables government to tax gasoline for the

purpose of funding transportation expenditures.  Gas taxes are of central

importance to assuring adequate transportation funding.  Florida is a leader

in the use of local option gas taxes for transportation funding.

Grants

Grants come in a variety of forms and are offered by a variety of

government and public agencies, private sources, and foundations.  Grants

are monetary contributions that do not have to be repaid.  They are usually

distributed through an application process, and may be for any number of
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purposes.  A few of the more common grants that may be available for the

rail trolley are listed below.

Section 5307

Formula program that funds capital and operating assistance in

urbanized areas.

Section 5309

Provides transit capital assistance for new fixed guideway systems and

extensions to existing fixed guideway systems, fixed guideway

modernization, and bus and bus related facilities.

Section 5311

Formula program that funds capital and operating assistance in non-

urbanized areas.

Impact Fees

Impact fees are charges levied against a development project to help fund

the cost of off-site capital improvements that benefit that development.  The

fee is determined by assessing the projected impact the development will

have on surrounding public facilities.  Fees must not exceed the

proportionate share of the cost of serving a given development, and cannot

be used to address existing deficiencies.  In other words, the need for new

facilities must be attributable to new development.

Local Agency Partnering

Local agency partnering involves the uniting of local agencies to achieve an

end that will benefit all parties.  The parties voluntarily sign a contract that

specifies a financial commitment, as well as a commitment to

implementation.  This is a widely-used form of financial support.  A narrow

gauge rail trolley may cross district boundaries (city to county, for instance),

and the lack of participation by one government could have a negative

effect on the other(s).

National Corridor Planning and Development Program (NCPD)

This program, under the Federal Highway Administration, provides funding

for planning, project development, construction and operation of projects

that serve high priority corridors throughout the United States.  States and
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metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) are eligible for discretionary

grants for feasibility studies, planning, multi-state coordination,

environmental review, and construction. 

Other Federal Programs

A variety of programs and funding exist within the realm of the federal

government, beyond those already mentioned.  Because of the numerous

branches of the federal government, frequent changes in funding provisions

and allocation, and associated restrictions in each program area, it would

be necessary for the local government agency to explore other possible

funding sources.  Some areas where funding may exist include the

Department of Commerce, Environmental Protection Agency, Small

Business Administration, Economic Development Administration, and the

Department of Housing and Urban Development.

Public/Private Partnerships

A public/private partnership is the pairing and cooperation of public and

private resources to achieve an end that will benefit both the private

developer and the public sector.  A local government may benefit from the

construction of a needed improvement at a low cost and in a more

expeditious manner than could be accomplished by the government.  The

private enterprise may benefit from the profits earned through its

implementation.

Regional Surface Transportation Program

Transportation projects on a system funded by federal-aid (functionally

classified above a local road in urban areas or above a minor collector in

rural areas) are eligible for RSTP funds.  Monies are available to fund capital

costs for transit projects, and fringe and corridor parking facilities.

Reserve Funds

In reserve fund financing, funds are accumulated in advance for capital

improvements.  The accumulation may result from surplus or earmarked

operational revenues, funds in depreciation reserves, or the sale of capital

assets. 
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Safety Funds

Any unit of local or state government can request highway safety funds for

projects to demonstrate, evaluate, or enhance a special countermeasure

activity.  The applicant must show that an identified highway safety

problem exists within their jurisdiction and is supported by documented

evidence.

Sales Tax

Sales tax is a state or local-level tax on the retail sale of specified property

or services.  It is a percentage of the cost.  Usually, levying a sales tax for

the purpose of funding special projects (such as transportation), requires a

public referendum.

Small County Outreach Program

This program provides assistance to small county governments for

resurfacing or reconstructing county roads or in constructing capacity or

safety improvements to county roads.

Special Assessment Districts

Special assessment districts levy a tax on property owners who will benefit

from specific improvements.  These may be initiated by local governments,

developers, or property owners wishing to expedite the improvement(s). 

One parameter of special assessment districts is that property owners must

not pay more than they receive in special benefits.

State Infrastructure Bank (SIB)

This is a plot pogram under which four states – California, Florida, Missouri,

and Rhode island – are authorized to enter into cooperative agreements to

set up infrastructure revolving funds eligible to be capitalized with federal

transportation funds.  This new SIB program gives states the capacity to

increase the efficiency of their transportation investment and leverage

federal resources by attracting non-federal public and private investment. 

As loans are repaid, the initial capital is replenished, and it can support a

new cycle of projects.
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State-Shared Revenue Sources

Florida has two sources of state-shared revenue, which may be used for

right-of-way acquisition and transportation improvements.  The first is

authorized by the Florida Constitution and is a $.02 motor fuel tax.  Eighty

percent of the total revenue generated is allocated for debt service on bond

issuance; the remaining twenty percent is allocated to local governments. 

The second type is a $.01 county gas tax which is also used for county

debt service.

State Transportation Trust Fund (STTF)

The two major contributors to this fund are state fuel sales tax revenue (of

which about 90 percent goes to the STTF), and the State Comprehensive

Enhanced Transportation System (SCETS) tax.  Other sources include

Florida's fuel use tax, aviation fuel tax, vehicle licensing fees, initial auto

registration fees, and rental car surcharges.  In accordance with §206.46,

Florida Statutues, 15 percent of all revenues distributed to the STTF are to

be dedicated annually by FDOT for public transit and capital rail projects.

Public Transit Service Development Program 

The Service Development Program was enacted by the Florida

Legislature to provide initial funding for special projects.  The program is

selectively applied to determine whether a new or innovative technique

or measure can be used to improve or expand public transit in an area. 

Service Development projects specifically include projects involving the

use of new technologies, services, routes, or vehicle frequencies; the

purchase of special transportation services, and other such techniques

for increasing service to the riding public as are applicable to specific

localities and user groups.   

Service Development projects are subject to specified times of duration,

but no more than three years for system operations and maintenance

procedures and no more than two years for marketing and technology

projects.  

Surface Transportation Program (STP)

The STP provides flexible funding that may be used by states and local

municipalities for projects on any Federal-aid highway, including mass

transit, pedestrian and bicycle facilities, as well as on roads and highways.
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Tax Increment Financing

This is a type of bond financing used in areas where large-scale

redevelopment is feasible.  A redevelopment district is designated and

assigned a tax base equivalent to the value of all property within the

district.  The area is redeveloped with proceeds from the sale of tax

increment bonds.  These bonds are sold by the municipality or tax district

to fund improvements.  Once redevelopment is completed, the developed

property has a higher assessed value and yields more tax revenue.  The tax

“increment” above the initially established level is used to retire the bonds. 

Once the bonds are retired, the tax revenues from the enhanced tax base

are distributed normally.

Transit Enhancements

This funding is designed to enhance the travel experience for public transit

riders, and may include access for disabled persons, historic preservation,

bus shelters, landscaping, or bicycle/pedestrian facilities.

Transportation Community and System Preservation Pilot Program (TCSP)

The TCSP provides funding for planning, implementation, and research to

investigate and address the relationships between transportation and

community and system preservation, and to identify private sector-based

initiatives, such as transit-oriented development, traffic-calming measures,

or other projects to reduce need for future infrastructure investments

Transportation Corporations

Florida transportation finance and planning law provides for the creation of

transportation corporations.  These are nonprofit corporations authorized to

act on behalf of the FDOT to assist with project planning and design,

assemble right-of-way and financial support, and promote projects. 

“Project” is defined as any improvement to an existing highway that is

included in an adopted work program.  The legislation is aimed at

increasing private sector financial support for development of transportation

facilities and systems by new and alternative means.

Transportation Development Districts

Transportation development districts are special assessment districts that

are established for the purpose of funding a desired transportation

improvement.  They allow the imposition of special taxes in an area that
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would benefit from the transportation project.  Special assessments are

derived from development that will be generated as a result of the

transportation facility.  Revenue bonds are often issued to cover the

improvement, backed by anticipated increases in tax revenue.

Transportation Enhancements

Transportation enhancements are transportation-related activities that are

designed to strengthen the cultural, aesthetic, and environmental aspects of

the nation’s intermodal transportation system. The Transportation

Enhancements Program provides for the implementation of a variety of non-

traditional projects, with examples including restoration of historic

transportation facilities, bike and pedestrian facilities, and preservation of

abandoned railway corridors.

Transportation for Livable Communities

These funds are available for bicycle, pedestrian, transit or other projects

that enhance community vitality, including planning studies.

Transportation Outreach Program

This program is dedicated to funding transportation projects of a high

priority, based on preservation, enhancing economic growth, and improving

choices for mobility.

COMMUNITY IMPACT

Attempting to determine the impact of a trolley or circulator route involves

several variables, much like those for estimating ridership.  Areas that have

experienced the greatest perceived success have had factors that pre-

existed the system: high density/intensity; activity centers; congestion;

frequent headway; costly, inconvenient, or limited parking; etc.  “Success”

is also subjective, and may be more in the eyes of the beholder.  Every

transit agency that was asked about their trolley indicated that it was

successful.  (Obviously, there is a great deal of political pressure to answer

affirmatively.)  Yet, when commissioners, local planners, and the general

public were surveyed, answers varied.  While defining “success” may be

debatable, everyone agrees that their trolley has had a positive influence on
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public perception.  The novelty of a trolley creates a desirable image,

whether or not it is utilized to the extent anticipated.

In an attempt to determine community impact and success of trolleys and

circulator routes, the following Florida transit systems were contacted:

Pensacola Lakeland

Fort Myers Tallahassee

Daytona Beach Tampa

St. Petersburg International Drive (Orlando)

The systems vary in their provision of service, many operating during

limited  hours/days of the week and/or times of the year, making “success”

and “community impact” even more subjective.

Generally speaking, the longer the route and the shorter the headway, the

more riders per revenue hour.  Actual ridership numbers were unable to be

obtained for International Drive, but a visual survey on any given day

reveals a significant amount of use, running at about 50% capacity most of

the time.  This area is a mecca for visitors, who often do not have

automobiles or are sharing an auto with others.  This makes them captive

to alternative transportation.

On the other hand, Tallahassee and Lakeland trolleys, operating in

downtown environments, continue to exist more for aesthetic (rather than

economic) reasons, although they have a few peak weeks when visitors

swarm the town (the legislative session in Tallahassee and Lakeland’s Sun

’N Fun Fly-In) and the trolleys are utilized more fully.  In places where

walkability is good and the center of activity is limited, there is less reason

to use transit.  Time is essential to travel, and even though headway is

frequent (15-20 minutes) in these areas, walking to a destination would

probably take less time.

Land Use

Attempts to determine the community impact of a trolley yielded little or no

response.  In most cases, transit is a reaction to buildout and/or

redevelopment.  As stated above, most municipalities feel the greatest

impact of the trolley has been on community image.  Planners, city
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managers, and transit managers indicated that the trolley has worked in

conjunction with redevelopment efforts, but more indirectly.  They do not

see transit as a catalyst to development efforts.

Tallahassee was the only exception.  The City-County Land Development

Regulations (LDRs) encourage development in the central core of the city.  A

strategic plan is currently underway, which will offer financial incentives to

promote reinvestment in deteriorating areas.  Officials believe that transit is

one element that will draw people to locate or relocate to the inner city.  It

must be understood, however, that linking transit to livability is based on

an entire system, not merely on one route. 

One example of using transit to encourage redevelopment is seen in Detroit. 

The City demonstrated a striking example of foresight when it built its

downtown people mover (DPM) in 1987 – a time when automated

guideways were the latest fad.  Over half of the three mile loop served

virtually nothing, and ridership was scanty for several years after

completion of the project.  Like many other cities, Detroit had experienced

rapid deterioration of its downtown.  Businesses had relocated to the

suburbs, leaving behind massive, beautiful buildings to become victims of

deterioration and vandalism.   Most area residents thought the DPM was a

huge waste of time and money, referring to it as the “train to nowhere.”

In recent years, downtown Detroit has experienced a resurgence.  New

construction and renovation have given life to a city on the verge of death,

and perhaps the DPM provided the impetus.   New art and entertainment

districts, casinos, stadium, hotels, and highrise condominiums fill the areas

surrounding the DPM that were void at its beginning, but now connect

them to areas that managed to survive degradation, such as the riverfront,

business district, city center, Greektown, Bricktown, Cobo Hall, and Joe

Louis Arena.  Current ridership is approximately 12,000 people per day.

Unfortunately, first impressions are hard to shake, and many people still

view the DPM as a flop.

Since 1976, Detroit has had a narrow-gauge electric trolley route serving

the downtown core with a fleet of nine vintage trolleys built between 1895

and 1925.  These trolleys have a catenary and run on a track that is one

meter wide (approximately 39 inches).  Like the greenways proposal, the
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track is in the sidewalk and must contend with heavy street and pedestrian

traffic.  Trolley operators are paid the same as motor coach operators.  Mr.

Ken Ong, with Detroit Department of Transportation, stated that the trolley

is mostly used as a tourist attraction, and as subsidiary transit during

special events such as the International Auto Show.  He feels that the

trolley has contributed to improving Detroit’s image, but for the same price

($.50), it is usually much quicker for people to take the DPM.  Mr. Ong

attributes the success of the DPM to its dedicated right-of-way, allowing

rapid, safe transport.

SUMMARY

Because the narrow gauge rail trolley is a specialized form of transit,

traveling a limited distance and serving a limited audience, ridership is

expected to be nominal, except in areas that have large numbers of tourists

and visitors.  Three different methods are used to predict ridership:

population, riders per revenue hour, and riders per revenue mile.  Based on

these methods, the 1998 Lake Park Transit Greenways proposal contains

ridership projections that are outlandish, but the Fort Pierce proposal,

prepared one year later, demonstrates more realistic estimates.

Funding is the strongest part of the narrow gauge rail concept, with

potential funding from many sources – public and private, local, state, and

federal.  The ability to secure funding may be largely determined by the

degree of buy-in from local agencies, so that it can be put on the list of

planned improvements (Capital Improvements Program [CIP] and/or

Transportation Improvements Program [TIP]).

Determining the success of trolleys to stimulate redevelopment is

subjective, but it is clear that everyone loves the image they create.  Trains

and trolleys cause us to reminisce of days gone by, and make us smile

inside.  In light of the negative connotations usually associated with bus

transit (particularly in Florida), this is not a bad thing.  For the most part,

transit exists to address density, intensity, and congestion, which occur

after buildout.  Two exceptions to this rule are seen in Tallahassee and

Detroit.  Tallahassee is attempting to use transit to encourage

redevelopment in deteriorating areas.  Time will determine the success of
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their strategy.  Detroit put part of their people mover in areas that were

vacant, in order to stimulate development and connect to what was left of

the heart of the downtown.  It was a huge gamble that worked.

The final chapter will combine the elements discussed in Chapters 1 and 2,

and will discuss the potential feasibility and viability of the narrow gauge

rail trolley concept.
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CHAPTER 3

INTRODUCTION

Chapters 1 and 2 found facts and gathered information to serve as the

bases upon which to draw conclusions and make recommendations.  The

first chapter reviewed the history of narrow-gauge rail, various types and

uses of narrow-gauge rail, and costs for equipment, construction, operation

and maintenance.  The second chapter looked at ridership expectations,

potential revenue sources, and community impact.  This third and final chapter will

provide a summative evaluation and substantiation for determinations

regarding the narrow gauge rail.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

First, there is no narrow gauge rail trolley operating in a public

transportation environment, like those appearing in the greenway

proposals.  There are a few rail trolleys that are privately owned and

operated in a limited environment.  In order to estimate costs, trains that

run in amusement parks having a 24" or 30" gauge with a diesel, gas or

hybrid engine (as opposed to steam) were evaluated.  The technology used

for these park trains is the same as that for the proposed rail trolleys, and

can be used for comparison, like buses and rubber-tired trolleys.

Park trains are manufactured on a limited basis, but rail trolleys are custom

made, causing the initial cost of the vehicle to be substantially increased. 

Custom-made trolleys also require custom-made parts, resulting in

increased maintenance costs.  Additionally, a service area needs to be

created and specialty technicians need to be employed to maintain the rail

trolleys, compounding the maintenance costs.

Costs for right-of-way are variable and are usually the most expensive part

of any transportation project.  The one component contingent upon the

viability of narrow gauge rail trolley is the existence of sidewalks, which

may necessitate the purchase of additional right-of-way and/or installation

of sidewalks that parallel the railway.  The width of area needed for a rail

trolley is approximately 10-12 feet on both sides of the road.  In areas
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where right-of-way is also needed for sidewalk installation, this width is

increased to approximately 18-20 feet. 

Mode shift is expected to be consistent with the overall transit usage rate

for Florida of .88% of persons trips4 in areas with high density.  It is also

anticipated that a rail trolley, if located in an activity center, could generate

ridership consistent with small circulator and/or trolley routes – about 8 to

12 passenger trips per revenue hour.

BENEFITS OF RAIL TROLLEY

Much like rubber-tired trolleys typically seen in downtown environments,

one of the most favorable elements of a narrow gauge rail trolley is its

nostalgia, luring us to ride.  Unlike the old historic trolleys, the incorporation

of new technology can make these rail trolleys quiet and less obtrusive,

further inviting us to take a ride.  This nostalgia removes any unfavorable

image of public transit and makes it palatable to everyone.

The presence of rail in the ground is like an advertisement for

transportation.  It begs the questions of destination and frequency,

arousing the interest of visitors.  A rail trolley using electric power can even

go directly into a doorway or building, heightening the awareness of

transportation and improving its convenience.

The low speed of operation creates a safe environment for motorists,

pedestrians, and bicyclists.  Rail trolleys are also equipped with emergency

brakes that automatically engage in the event of engine failure.

The rail trolley is easy to operate and requires no special training.  As a

result, the market for recruiting drivers is good and a lower salary can be

paid.  Since labor is the most expensive part of any transit operation,

substantial savings can be realized.

The strongest support for rail trolley implementation is funding.  It is

possible to tap into funds designated for rail, public transportation,

innovation, community redevelopment, and multimodalism.  Proponents

would also argue that the rail trolley costs less to maintain than a standard
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bus and the lifetime is indefinite, thereby getting the most return on

taxpayer contribution.

ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION

Success of a narrow gauge trolley is subjective, and depends upon many

external factors, such as high density and attractors.  These same factors

increase the interface between bicycles, pedestrians, automobile traffic,

driveways, and intersections.  This means an increase for potential

accidents.  Since the vehicle practically drives itself, there may also be a

danger for the driver to be too relaxed.

There is a good deal of concern over maintenance and repair.  A special

facility must be built to accommodate the rail trolley.  The most convenient

location for a maintenance facility is near the rail line; however, it may not

be the most practical.  If there is no way for the rail trolley to pull into a

maintenance shed near the line, then the vehicle must be removed from the

track and transported to another location.  This is costly, time-consuming,

and inconvenient.  The maintenance facility needs individualized parts and

a part-time technician trained in rail.  As discussed in Chapter 1, there will

also be a need for someone who can manufacture or tool some of the parts. 

The field of capable rail technicians is narrow, and further limited by the

fact that they would only be needed on a part-time basis.

As mentioned previously, a favorable aspect of rail trolley is the fact that

drivers need no special training and may be paid a lower salary.  However,

this is a moot point if the transit agency is unionized, negating any potential

savings.   

Travelers in the United States cannot be compared to European travelers

and residents who are accustomed to taking mass transit.  The culture in

the United States is clearly focused on traveling convenience, not cost.  An

increase in traffic congestion and travel-to-work time does not appear to be

sufficient enough for travelers to change modes from auto to transit. 

According to the American Public Transportation Association, the highest

ever public transportation ridership was recorded in 1946, with 23.4 billion
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trips taken.  In 1999, ridership was estimated at 9.1 billion.  “We still love

the car; we still love the things the car gives us.”5

Cars are mass-produced, easy to purchase, and support a personal image. 

Additionally, gas is cheap.  When commuting in a personal vehicle,

travelers can eat, drink, listen to music, and be comfortable.  If congestion

gets too bad or a back-up occurs, options are available; they can detour,

pull off and get a cup of coffee, or go shopping.  Driving a single-occupancy

vehicle is the most convenient, comfortable, and flexible way to travel in the

United States, making it the preferred mode of choice.

A review of a typical downtown circulator trolley demonstrates its

inconvenience.  For example, let’s say a worker wants to eat lunch at a

restaurant one mile away.  The trolley runs every 10 minutes, meaning he

has a potential maximum wait time of 20 minutes (10 minutes going and

10 minutes for the return trip), along with a 10 minute ride.  Round trip

travel to a destination one mile away could take up to half an hour.  The

inconvenience is too great to choose this mode.

The greenways concept is packaged for master planned communities

having elements of sustainable living. These types of communities cater to

higher income residents and visitors, where the environment is conducive

to recreational pedestrians.  If there is somewhere to go and the

surroundings along the way are pleasant, the walk becomes part of the

experience.  People live here because they LIKE to walk.  A rail trolley would

be part of the decor which adds to the ambience.  Consequently, it is

unlikely that the rail trolley would be viable in this environment.  It is

charming, but not practical.  In large master planned communities, golf

carts and bicycles work well for longer travel distances or for those who do

not desire to walk.  They provide the convenience of an automobile, without

the noise, cost, speed, and parking requirements.

The ideal maximum length of a rail trolley, as stated in the greenways

proposal, is six miles and only caters to pedestrians.  Cyclists would not

use it, which further reduces the demand for ridership.

The right-of-way needed for a rail trolley is approximately 10 feet in width,

or 18-20 feet with a sidewalk.  In most cases, when installing rail for a
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trolley in a developed area, right-of-way would need to be purchased from

both sides of the road, unlike a road widening project where right-of-way

can be purchased on one side.  This requires double the amount of property

owners involved in taking.  It has been suggested that the rail trolley could

run in utility easements.  While this may seem like a viable option, the

practical application would be very limited, due to location and the need to

secure approval.

Similarly, it has also been suggested that the rail trolley could run in a

dedicated easement.  This would require either a taking of the properties or

the willing approval of each and every property owner along the desired

path.  Getting that kind of consensus would be nearly impossible.

Another concern, albeit less significant, is the inflexibility of rail.  Once the

route is determined and the rail is laid, re-routing is removed from the realm

of possibilities.  Additionally, if the rail trolley fails to succeed and is

discontinued, the rail remains in the ground (preferably imbedded in

concrete) and becomes a public eyesore (like the infrastructure for some

monorails).

Many local studies and presentations have been conducted to promote the

rail trolley, including but not limited to Lake Park, Monroe County (Key

West), Fort Pierce, Fort Lauderdale, Volusia (Daytona Beach), and Miami.  

As of yet there has been no buy-in, at least not sufficient enough to bring to

fruition.  This raises a question of practicality, particularly since funding

does not appear to be an issue.  The predominant concern is not whether

rail trolley could work, but whether the benefits outweigh the limitations. 

There are, however, places where the use of rail trolley may be appropriate,

but they are restrictive.  

CONDITIONS FOR SUCCESS

It is important for any public investment to have a high degree of potential

success prior to implementation.  As such, it is necessary to match the

service to the demand.  The monorail is similar to the rail trolley in its

uniqueness, and is a good example of successful operations only in limited

environments.  Many cities spent millions of dollars for a monorail project
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that seemed like a good idea at the time, only to become a public

embarrassment due to its minimal use.  In nearly every case, more money

was spent in a desperate attempt to save, revive, and/or promote the

system, only to have it stand as a monument of failure.  This is why it is

critical to apply caution when evaluating the potential for using rail trolley.

A question of success arises over the practical application of the use of rail

trolley and the environment in which it could operate successfully.  Like any

transit system, there must first be a high density of places in which to go

(destination) and places from which to come (origin).  As stated in Public
Transportation, “Transit works best where travel is concentrated in space

and time.”6  There must also be an existing inconvenience that precipitates

people to ride rather than walk, drive, or bike.  This may include congestion,

insufficient, inconvenient or expensive parking, or an inability to drive or

walk.

The most viable environments that could support rail trolley are areas that

have a high density of tourism, business/retail, and recreational uses or,

again, where precipitating factors are most likely to exist.  For example,

International Drive in Orlando is lined with hotels, restaurants, attractions,

and retail stores.  Many people come to the area without transportation, or

they need to share a vehicle with others, making them transit-dependent. 

Even if they have a vehicle, it is inconvenient to use when traversing the

corridor.  Traffic congestion is ever-present, unfamiliarity with the area

creates stress when driving, and hotel parking is often constrained (there

may not be a place to park upon return or it will be an undesirable distance

from the door), creating the impetus for people to use transit.

Another example is Panama City Beach, where the seasonal congestion is

so bad that traffic on Front Beach Road is at a near standstill most of the

day.  A rail trolley running adjacent to the sidewalk in this corridor would be

a very desirable transportation alternative.  It would also provide a safe

alternative for college party-goers.

A potentially viable use for rail trolley may be as a shuttle between parking

and major destinations, such as a recreation complex, central business

district or airport.  The drawback would be that, except for the airport, it

would only be operational during certain peak times.
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FINAL COMMENTS

Rail trolleys are attractive and nostalgic, but for legitimate use as public

transport, they do not attract a wide audience.  The truth is that rail-type

local transit was replaced because of greater efficiency of buses, and only

historic interest (such as those in San Francisco, San Jose, and New

Orleans) remains.  Nowadays, local rail in the United States is attractive

only when operating on a separately dedicated right-of-way, like commuter

or light rail.

Higher technology and modern looking vehicles are more appealing, and

many options are available for providing small-scale transportation in

pedestrian-friendly environments.  In beach communities where

environmental concerns are heightened, electric transit vehicles are

attractive (like those used in Miami Beach).  One of the newest technologies

is an optically-guided bus.  It is quiet, runs in a dedicated right-of-way, and

can shut down if anything interrupts its path, thereby reducing accident

potential.  Trams, like those used at amusement parks to transport visitors

to and from the parking lot, could also be used in a pedestrian-scale

environment.  

It is doubtful that rail trolley would be successful as a stand-alone transit

system.  In other words, it is best if it connects to other transit modes, such

as bus or rail, resulting in increased ridership.

Finally, there is a fine line between trendy planning and innovative

planning.  Looking back at some instances of trendy planning reveals a few

major faux pas.  People movers, mentioned earlier, are one example of

trendy planning.  Another example is defensible space, which removed

neighborhood elements in an effort to feel safe.  To explain, this concept

was most often applied to public housing.  Specifically, instead of parking

in a driveway or parking lot, yards were removed so that people could park

in front of their unit.  It was thought that play areas located in between

buildings made it easy for criminals to escape to places that were not

accessible by car.  So playgrounds gave way to internal road systems. 

Millions of dollars were spent for “improvements” that destroyed the

essence of community, and made people retreat indoors.  It didn’t take long
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for these communities to experience high vacancy rates (which actually

increased the incidence of crime) and their ultimate demolition.

For those who may believe that the narrow gauge rail trolley is truly

innovative, be sure that its application is in an environment that can sustain

and promote the concept.  A proven example is far better than a good idea.
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